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Abstract

Cold gas dynamic spray processing (cold spray) is a solid-state material deposition process used for coating and repair processes in many alloy systems. Cold spray has long been proposed as a potential method for freeform fabrication. The cold spray process imparts great deformation to the impacting particles, affecting the final properties of the deposit through work hardening, grain refinement and inter-particle bonding. For the purpose of demonstrating the feasibility of cold spray as a viable freeform fabrication method, the microstructure and hardness of bulk cold sprayed samples were characterized in as received and annealed condition, then compared to cold rolled material, which was previously vacuum hot pressed from the same powder stock used in spraying. Microstructure was analyzed via scanning electron microscopy and electron channeling contrast imaging to assess grain refinement and thermal annealing response in the cold sprayed and cold rolled materials. Vickers micro hardness was measured to assess the effects of cold spray impact on the properties of bulk, as-sprayed copper relative to cold rolled copper. In post-annealed materials, greater hardness is achieved with the cold spray process through the suspected mechanism of grain refinement unachievable in the rolling process.
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Introduction

Cold spray (Cold-Gas-Dynamic Spray Processing, or CGDS) was developed in the 1980’s as a means of producing dense metal coatings for materials that could not tolerate the oxidation and thermal effects of traditional thermal spray processing [1]. In cold spray, metallic powder particles are entrained into flowing inert gas upstream from a DeLaval type nozzle, resulting in supersonic particle velocities. The stream of gas and metallic powders is directed at a substrate upon which the particles impinge, resulting in plastic deformation of both the powder particles and the substrate and potential bonding of the particles at their prior surfaces. The particles adhere to the substrate, and each other by means of several proposed mechanisms including mechanical interlocking and fusion through cooperative shear flow at the particle interfaces [2,3]. Once an initial interface with the substrate is established, continued spraying of particles results in coatings of increasing thickness [1,4]. Many investigators have long made reference to the notion that this technique could be employed as a freeform fabrication method, however, there is little demonstration of cold spray in production of bulk material beyond the ongoing efforts of the authors of this study [5,6]. In theory, by continually spraying, thick parts can be built up, similar to many currently available rapid prototyping techniques [7-9].

Considerable success has been achieved creating dense, adherent coatings using cold spray with soft, low strain-rate-sensitivity Face Centered Cubic (FCC) metals [10]. While FCC alloys based on aluminum, copper, and nickel have been the mainstay of cold spray processing, some work has focused on Hexagonal Close Packed (HCP) systems such as titanium and zinc [11-13]. In addition, some investigations have explored admixtures of metal powders and reinforcing phases to produce metal matrix composites [14-19]. Given the ability to use at least one sufficiently ductile precursor powder, composites, in-situ reacting layers and functionally graded materials are all candidates for processing by cold spray. While a few investigators have attempted to assess the role that surface oxides play in the resulting mechanical properties, almost all acknowledge that minimization or elimination of an oxide layer should logically improve the bonding at the inter particle interfaces [1,20]. The myriad of process parameters involved in successful deposition of a dense monolithic deposit indicates that optimization studies will continue for many years.

Despite the growing body of knowledge regarding cold spray and its many process parameters, the mechanisms of particle/substrate and particle/particle adherence remain the subject of much interest. There is a general understanding among researchers that metallic bonding between particles is only achieved in the plastic flow zones near the particle interfaces [1,21,22]. Proposed mechanisms for the adherence of the sprayed particles range from mechanical interlocking to fusion of particles through micro-welding [2,3]. These regions exhibit high strain rates in the form of shear flow roughly tangential to the impact interface [23]. The irregular impacting surface morphology for all but the first impacting particles make this process difficult to model effectively in predicting deformation response for particles following the first layer of impact. The mechanisms of bonding for these particles upon impinging previous particles can be quite different than those bonded directly to the substrate [24-27]. The plastic flow regions are
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of great interest for they contain the potential fusion zone between powder particles, and because they can exhibit extreme degrees of cold work, residual stress and strain and grain refinement through dynamic recrystallization, all of which are critical to the resulting mechanical properties of the material [28-30].

This study presents an ongoing effort to characterize the microstructure and properties of bulk cold sprayed materials, as opposed to coating. By examining the properties of extremely thick cold sprayed layers, the authors hope to shed light on the potential for cold spray in the production of near net shape parts and rapid prototyping. As this is an extension of previous work, a small portion of the data presented in this article was published in a previous conference proceeding [5]. By assessing the bulk properties of cold sprayed materials and comparing them to the same alloy produced by other production methods, the authors hope to identify unique capabilities in cold sprayed materials, thus extending the cold spray process beyond coating and repair applications.

Materials and Methods

Micro structural characterization and mechanical testing were performed on commercially copper samples produced by cold rolling and cold spraying processes. Powder, identified as Praxair Cu-159, lot #18 was used to fabricate all samples for this study. This material exhibits typical purity of 99.5 wt% and a predominantly spherical morphology with an average particle diameter of 13.2 µm. Powder particles were confirmed by metallography and Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) to exhibit large grains on the order of roughly 5 µm in diameter or less. To create the substrate for spraying and the samples for cold rolling, powder was hot pressed into a 52 mm x 52 mm x 13 mm plate. When used in reference to the cold sprayed samples, the plate is referred to as the substrate, or P/M substrate. The substrate was grit blasted to remove remnant Grafoil and machined flat/parallel before sectioning into two individual pieces with dimensions 26 mm x 52 mm x 13 mm. One plate was set aside to be cold rolled. The surface that was to be used as the substrate/coating interface on the remaining plate was mechanically blasted to enhance bonding during the spray process. Cold rolled samples were produced using a traditional laboratory-scale cold-rolling mill. The pressed P/M copper plate was fed through the mill in four passes, resulting in a 90% reduction in the thickness, with no heat treatment or recovery process between passes. A sample of unrolled P/M copper was retained as a control for comparison of micro hardness values before and after annealing.

Cold sprayed samples were fabricated at Penn State Applied Research Laboratory. Prior to spraying, bulk metallic powders were dried in a Fisher Isotemp 500 Series oven at 150°F for 24 hours. The powders were then placed into a Praxair 1264 High Pressure/High Volume Powder Feeder mounted on a Praxair 1280 Scale interfaced to a Praxair Jaguar Model 1280 Feed-Rate Control. The powder feed line is routed to the ABB, IRB2400 inverted Robot inside an acoustic booth. Powder feed rate was 8 g/min. Attached to the robot are the pre-chamber, converging/diverging (DeLaval) nozzle, and heater box. A Miller Gold Star 652 CC-DC Welding Power Source provides voltage and current managed by an Omega Temperature Controller. Helium was used as the main process gas at 2.1 MPa and 90°C, with calculated impact velocities of 731 m/s. Samples were continually sprayed for 6 hours, maintaining a constant standoff distance from the part by retracting the robotic spray arm throughout the process, with parameters chosen to optimize deposition efficiency. The resulting bulk sprayed materials were 25 mm thick spray deposits, forming a monolith of bulk copper.

Samples for metallographic and micro structural analysis of the cold sprayed and cold rolled materials were sectioned from the bulk material with a low speed saw. Samples were epoxy mounted and prepared by standard metallographic techniques including abrasive and vibratory polishing. Vibratory polishing was performed in a 0.2 µm colloidal silica suspension on a Buchler Vibromet 2. The resulting mounted samples were also subjected to micro hardness testing with a Qualitest QV-1000AT Micro hardness Tester using a Vickers indenter with a 25gf load and 10 s dwell time. Micro hardness measurements were taken in five linear profiles, parallel to the spray direction. Starting at a distance of 30 µm from the interface, indents were placed at 20 µm intervals, to produce profiles across the interface and through the deposit. Micro hardness measurements from the cold rolled copper were taken on the long transverse face to the rolling direction and in linear profiles parallel to the rolling direction.

Prior to mounting and metallographic preparation, some of the samples were heat treated, to assess their annealing response. Samples were heated in air for one hour in alumina crucibles at 400°C using a digitally controlled Thermolyne tube furnace. After heat treatment, samples were allowed to air cool before being sectioned again to avoid regions affected by heat treatment atmosphere.

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of the microstructure was...
performed was performed on a JEOL JSM 6400 tungsten source SEM. Further SEM analysis and EBSD was performed on a higher resolution JEOL JSM 7000F Field Emission SEM.

**Results**

Figure 3 demonstrates the obvious differences between the cold rolled and cold sprayed copper in their respective, as-received states. The cold rolled material is comprised of a very homogeneous microstructure, with grain size considerably finer that that observed in the starting powders, while the cold sprayed material exhibits readily visible discontinuous boundaries between misshapen or splatted powder particles. The rolled material consists of uniform grain sizes on the order of roughly 0.5 microns, the likely result of recrystallization from the high degree of cold work. Further analysis of the as-cold-sprayed samples revealed regions close to the prior powder particle interfaces consisting of small contrasting areas defined by sharp geometric boundaries. These areas, which appear to have experienced recrystallization, were located closest to the prior powder particle surfaces and exhibit regions much finer than 100 nm in diameter, Figure 4. The presence of this recrystallization indicates that the high strain within the shear flow zone was sufficient to induce recrystallization at lower temperature or to sufficiently raise the local temperature to recrystallize the shear zone. Toward the center of the prior powder particles, regions of diffuse contrast with poorly defined boundaries are observed. While the boundaries of these overall regions are defined by sharp lines, finer regions within the shape exhibit a more ‘blurry’ field of contrasting areas. Preliminary EBSD data suggest that these regions are large single crystals, which have experienced elastic and plastic strain during the cold spray process [31].

The microstructural images obtained through Electron Channeling Contrast Imaging (ECCI) yield insight into an inhomogeneous distribution of deformation in the as-cold-sprayed structures. It appears that extensive plastic deformation in the regions closest to the prior particle surfaces results in grain refinement due to either dynamic recrystallization or cold work sufficient to reduce the recrystallization temperature of the copper below the temperature of the CGDS process, or some combination of both. The less heavily deformed regions in the middle of the particle exhibit no recrystallization prior to annealing, yet exhibit sufficient residual strain to result in channeling contrast. The majority of these regions possessed sufficient strain energy to drive recrystallization in the thermal annealing process resulting in fully recrystallized grains that were devoid of the channeling contrast (Figure 5). The differential temperature dependence in recrystallization between these regions strongly suggests vastly different degrees of cold work between the plastic flow zones and the regions closer to the center of the powder particles.

Microhardness values are presented in Table 1 for hot-pressed, as-sprayed and cold rolled samples, in the as received and annealed conditions. The values show the average of 20 indents taken from a cross section of each material. The micro hardness of the hot-pressed copper appears statistically invariant in its as-received and annealed...
conditions, as expected. The micro hardness of the cold rolled samples, on the other hand, exhibit elevated values prior to annealing, consistent with the extreme degree of cold work imparted to the samples whereas, after annealing, the micro hardness drops to levels slightly above that of the P/M samples, indicating only a minor degree of grain refinement from recrystallization. The as-sprayed deposit exhibits micro hardness similar to that of the 90% cold worked sample, yet retains a significant fraction of this hardness after annealing. The data presented is averaged from over 100 indents, taken from five linear profiles in the spray direction, far from the spray interface. These numbers are presented as a value for the micro hardness of the bulk material, and are not dependent on location within the bulk. The micro hardness of the annealed spray deposit is lower than the as-sprayed deposit, while remaining significantly higher compared to the hot pressed and annealed cold-rolled sample. The increased micro hardness of the annealed spray deposit relative to the other annealed materials is the likely result of the grain refinement observed in both the plastic flow zone and the large deformed crystals toward the center of the prior powder particles. Figure 6 illustrates the size of the micro hardness indent relative to the microstructure of the cold sprayed sample, which suggests that the indent dimensions and resulting micro hardness values are the result of an aggregate sampling of many of the two distinct regions observed in the cold sprayed microstructure.

**Conclusion**

Elevated micro hardness values in the as-sprayed deposits were observed consistent with the significant cold work imparted by the spray process. The values of micro hardness obtained are likely aggregate values of hardness from two distinct regions in the inhomogeneous structures that are characteristic of the as-sprayed material. The cold-sprayed deposits exhibited micro hardness values exceeding those of traditional powder metallurgical compacts, and on par with P/M compacts that had been cold rolled to 90% reduction. Post-annealed micro hardness values indicate the potential for strengthened bulk materials through cold spray processing exceeding the performance of cold worked material properties due to the extreme grain refinement imparted by the spray process. While these efforts have not resulted in a complete characterization of the bulk properties, a far better understanding of the effects of impact velocity, hardening response and subsequent annealing response has been established. Experiments employing nano-indentation are planned to further explore the hardness of the two regions, and to quantify their respective role in the aggregate micro hardness.
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